
I feel alone.

I feel like I have no one to share my view of the world with or with anyone that will actually
understand. I felt like one of my only hopes was to see this sub reddit grow out of control and to
awaken as many people as possible. This group seems just as small as always, I see the same
names everywhere. As I read a post about sandy hook today, the amount of people fighting
against the narrative of the conspiracy disturbs me and is taking away my hope that any truth of
any matter will come to the light. All of our amazing youtube videos and informative
documentaries have pretty much been taken off of youtube leaving only propaganda. It seems
like we will never win this battle. I still continue to spread my beliefs as far as they will go in
real life and on the internet but seem to just receive the same reaction. Denial. As I continue to
work and obtain my college degree I just can't help but feel alone with a completely different
mindset then 99% of the world around me ( it seems). I apologize for the shit post but just feel
down today and needed to express how I felt to the only people/community that seem to
understand these issues or even give a fuck about them. Life is tough and I really hope that god
can give me some more wisdom on how to change the world because I feel lost and defeated
with all of this information and lack of society acceptance when it is just so obvious to me.

Wishing you love and hope <3

Edit: I would like to say thank you again to the people that took time out of there busy lives to
help me find a little peace on this shitty day, I love all of you and wish nothing but the best for
all of your lives. Thank you again much love <3

1 point · just now

You're not alone. It's really hard to talk to "normal" people about it because they don't really
care. Even if you have a ton of proof saying that the government is lying, they'll refuse to look
into it. Even if the conspiracy becomes main stream, most people are too lazy to even bother
doing their own research. This sub-reddit taught me a lot and I'm relatively new. Thanks for
opening my eyes and I hope you continue doing so!

level 1
MolassesFlowz
45 points · 6 hours ago

Loneliness is a blessing. Spending time with yourself, closing your eyes and looking within,
really figuring out who you are and why you are here is the only thing that matters in life, other
than loving your family and friends and acting with integrity and rejecting greed. If you take the
time to look within enough you’ll realize that we are all connected in spirit and that no one is
ever alone.

level 2
mkeating456
7 points · 1 hour ago
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Thank you so much for your response. You are right we are connected, I hope you have an
amazing night and thank you for reaching out in a time in need. <3

level 3
hwcc469
3 points · 1 hour ago

People like you who have the balls to speak your mind gives me some hope for this World we
live in. God bless you!

level 4
mkeating456
Score hidden · 12 minutes ago

People like you who take the time to make me feel better makes me have some hope too <3
thank you so much

level 2
BigPharmaSucks
6 points · 4 hours ago

So true, and beautifully said.

level 1
Laotzeiscool
6 points · 5 hours ago

We have no control of the world. All you can do is strive to have control of your own life. Not
letting the outside world determine how you feel inside. You are not your thoughts.

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

Thank you loatze, I will try to not let the outside world disturb me along with everything else.
Thanks again and hope you have a great night <3

level 1
Jmfrance33
11 points · 7 hours ago

I feel the same way. I know I seem totally crazy to friends in real life. Some people avoid me or
shut me down completely. It’s important not to take it to heart. They are not ready to hear the
message. All we can do is try to be there for others and spread positivity and love as much as
possible. I believe that’s the only real thing we can do to change the current situation.
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level 2
mkeating456
2 points · 1 hour ago

You are right this is what I think too, one person at a time. Thank you so much for the response
and hope you have an amazing night. Thanks again

level 1
googlemaxigan
15 points · 7 hours ago

Ten years for me. People dont want to know, but deep down they do know. Try not to get too
depressed. Just enjoy your life and treat if like a game, slip in bits of wisdom here and there.
Thinking that you will be the one to change things is a trap. If you wake up one person that could
be enough.

level 2
mkeating456
3 points · 1 hour ago

You are right, I do focus on the people around me but sometimes think it isn't enough. I also
think I don't see how far it reaches either<3 thank you for this.

level 1
Jelseajane
30 points · 7 hours ago

The reason this sub isn’t growing because the mods are all working to disarm freedom of speech
and want to kill this sub. This sub is one of the most controlled subs on reddit.

level 2
123bigtree
11 points · 5 hours ago

The question is, how do woke people start meeting IRL?

Does reddit have a mechanism for creating local meetups?

level 3
Correctthereddit
4 points · 1 hour ago

I'm SO ready for a conspiracy dating and friendship site.

level 2
hey12delila
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22 points · 6 hours ago · edited 4 hours ago

Most of the posts reaching the top of this subreddit are completely stupid. People talking about
the true issues of our society are slowly being drowned out by posts about celebrities and
political candidates.

level 3
Benskien
6 points · 5 hours ago

Or just removed...

It's a coordinated attack it seems

level 4
hey12delila
3 points · 4 hours ago

The largest forum on the internet for talking about things the rich and powerful don't like us to
talk about, it is 110% coordinated. Soon the subreddit will be shut down due to some hate speech
bullshit and we'll be scattered.

level 2
Dapstopdabagain
2 points · 5 hours ago

100%

level 2
filllee
2 points · 3 hours ago

Trust me it's growing, what they control is the current visitor count. I believe they half it.

level 1
TalmudGod_Yaldabaoth
15 points · 7 hours ago

People are being red pilled like crazy. I thought I was awake then met a girl 2 years ago more
awake than I was, got together and now all my friends are asking where they can find a girl like
her and her friends are asking where they can find a guy like me.

People are rejecting the collective bullshit

level 2
selux
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2 points · 3 hours ago

Where/how did you meet her?

level 3
TalmudGod_Yaldabaoth
6 points · 1 hour ago

I actually did a real lengthy post on tinder without my picture on it. I stated that I don't need you
and I'm not in competition with a million guys to "try and get you," am a red pilled conspiracy
theorist, idgaf what anyone thinks, I do my own thing, go my own way, read a ton, and am non-
traditional, anti-social, almost anti-everything arm-chakr revolutionary in the alleys of life.

Then I made rules that pissed off a shit ton of SJW's: don't have any kids, no abortion history, if
you've had more partners than fingers on your hand or are older than me, then fuck off as fast as
you can, also only those who come from 2 parent homes w no daddy issues.

It filtered out a shit ton of psychos and basically attracted to me someone that is like one of us
from this sub, cool AF, super smart, schooled me on a few topics on diet and glyphosate, books
on Illuminati families, sitchen, Zagami, engines that run on water who's inventor was poisoned,
and all sorts of awesome stuff. She frequents here too. I lucked out, but so did she w me.

level 4
selux
2 points · 1 hour ago

Cool I’m happy for you two

level 5
TalmudGod_Yaldabaoth
3 points · 1 hour ago

<3

level 4
LegitimateBeyond
Score hidden · 21 minutes ago

try to not reproduce.

one day you'll realize you had no idea what you were talking about when you were so certain
you did.

level 5
TalmudGod_Yaldabaoth
Score hidden · 2 minutes ago
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I already have 2 kids sucker, and I want at least 6 minimum and all of them taught to fight
against Politcal Correctness based Communism.

level 2
mkeating456
2 points · 1 hour ago

Thank you for the response and I hope you have ana amazing night, thanks again.

level 1
exovette
4 points · 5 hours ago

You can lead a horse to water but you can’t make it drink. Be thankful for your personal truths.
Hold them close and don’t compromise them for anyone or anything. Keep your head up, OP.

level 2
mkeating456
2 points · 1 hour ago

Thank you so much exo, it. means a lot. I agree you can never make anyone drink :/ its
discouraging. Thanks for your time and love, I hope the best <3

level 1
rodental
7 points · 6 hours ago

The trick is to not care about anything so much that it affects you emotionally or mentally. Yes,
the world is an awful place and getting worse. Yes, corruption is the standard du jour. Yes,
nearly everybody in a position of power is a sociopath or psychopath willing to harm any
number of others to better themselves. But whatevs.

level 2
take-no-part
4 points · 2 hours ago

But whatevs? Really? Your not caring trick is just that, a trick, because it doesn't work.
Especially if you understand the dark spiritual aspect of everything that's going on. No my
friend, this darkness is very real, and the light we need is very real, and his name is Jesus.

level 1
Putin_loves_cats
8 points · 6 hours ago

Sorry you feel that way, friend. My go to prescription is to listen to some Alan Watts, and take a
break from it all in nature. Go camping (preferably by a body of water - lake, stream, ocean, etc
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etc) or just a walk in a forest. If you have a dog, take em' with you. It'll be good for your mind,
body, and Soul Being and your pup will enjoy it as well.

level 2
Babrias
4 points · 4 hours ago

yes, agree on Watts - he relayed this tale about Bodhidharma which is a good one to come off a
funk

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=y2Zai98o81E

Basically a better version of this:

he seeker Huike (Chinese WadeGiles: Hui-k'o) patiently stood deep in the nocturnal snow
outside the old master’s cave, yearning for instruction. He finally hacked off his own left forearm
and presented it as a demonstration of his sincere aspiration for complete enlightenment. (In
Daoxuan’s earlier and likely more accurate account, wandering bandits had cut off his arm.)
Bodhidharma told Huike: “This enlightenment is not to be sought through another.” Huike
begged to have his agitated self or mind pacified. The sage retorted, “Show me your self and I
will pacify it.” Huike said “I’ve sought it many years but can’t get hold of it.” Bodhidharma then
declared: “There! It is pacified once and for all!” Upon hearing this, suddenly Huike completely
awakened to his transcendent True Nature before/beyond the ego-self. He was free in/as his
Ever-Free Nature.

level 2
mkeating456
2 points · 1 hour ago

Putin, yes one of the people that comes to mind when I say I see the same people, you and CIA
sells drugs. Thank you so much for your continued dedication to this subedit and to me today. I
always look for your posts or comments. You have helped me and many other people. I want to
say thank you Putin, for your kind words today. I also want to say thank you for taking the time
to write this, you are right. I hope nothing but love and positivity In your mind heart and life,
thank you for everything again. You are amazing. Have an awesome night my friend.

level 1
THAD_K_CUNDERTHOCK
3 points · 1 hour ago

I realized recently that you don’t need to loved or appreciated in order to be happy. You just
have to be true to yourself and obedient to the laws upon which happiness is based. If you are,
then the whole universe could rail against you and you would remain unshaken.

level 2
mkeating456
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Score hidden · 4 minutes ago

Which laws do you have if you don't mind me asking, and thank you for your time. <3

level 1
betterthanspez
Score hidden · 40 minutes ago

There's nothing wrong with feeling that way. You're only human. But try not to take yourself too
seriously. Don't carry too much weight. None of this is your fault and you can't fix it. One day at
a time. Chin up

level 2
mkeating456
Score hidden · 13 minutes ago

Your so right, its not my fault I like that haha. One day at a time, thank you!

level 1
alienrefugee51
2 points · 5 hours ago

Get out in nature and hike some trails, see some mountains and lakes. That is the best therapy for
dealing with the shit in the world because there, you’re not thinking about it. People are waking
up more and more. Chances are you’ll bump into someone sooner or later, whom you can discuss
fringe topics with.

level 2
ichoosejif
Score hidden · 24 minutes ago

Shoes off

level 1
hypnotoad3012
2 points · 5 hours ago

Bob Marley is always there.

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

Tru lol thank you hypno

level 1
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Dapstopdabagain
2 points · 5 hours ago · edited 5 hours ago

5G will start a revolution. Israel created and banned it.

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

I think so too, hopefully <3 thanks for the time

level 1
ichoosejif
6 points · 7 hours ago

Right there with you. Hmu on PM if you want. The struggle is real my man.

level 2
mkeating456
2 points · 1 hour ago

Thank you so much for taking the time to comment, all of this has made my day a lot better and
less lonely. thanks agin my man <3

level 1
1eyedwill
3 points · 6 hours ago

Chin up, friend.

Be good and honest to yourself, and the people around you. That's all that is expected of people.

Good luck on your degree.

Peace...

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

Thank you 1eye, I am trying and will think of this in tough moments. Thanks again and have a
wonderful day.<3

level 1
Gibbbbb
4 points · 7 hours ago
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"You're not alone, Erik."

--Charles Xavier, Xmen First Class

level 2
Entropick
4 points · 5 hours ago

"Expecto patronum" - Darth Vader

level 3
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

Thank you ent <3

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

Thank you gib <3

level 1
treasureislandboy
3 points · 7 hours ago

I feel the exact same way :/

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

hoping love hits you from this distance <3 thanks for the comment

level 1
PerineumPowerPunch
3 points · 7 hours ago

Wishing you love and hope <3

Back at you, buddy  

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago
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Thank you <3333

level 1
feynmaniac
4 points · 6 hours ago

As someone also alone on an island by himself, cheers to you!

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

Cheers right back atcha <3 thanks for the comment. and I hope its an amazing day.

level 1
Correcting_theRecord
3 points · 7 hours ago

Go to the chans. It is the only place where free thinking individuals still exist. I had these same
feelings as you. There are people out there like us.

level 3
Correcting_theRecord
2 points · 1 hour ago

Anytime pal. I went through something similar in 2015-2016.

level 3
Correcting_theRecord
2 points · 6 hours ago

4chan, 8chan ect. There are many out there just find one you fit into. The most popular would be
/pol/ on 4chan

level 1
fatbobsteepee
3 points · 6 hours ago

I hope life allows you to meet folk on your wavelength. Good luck with the degree. :)

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

I really hope so too, it hasn't been lately <3, thanks you for your kind words and generous
comment. and time <3
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level 1
skyflow17
2 points · 6 hours ago

I feel the exact same. It’s so isolating. But I prefer to be alone than do what feels like waste my
time with shallow/slave people who live in a completely different reality than I do. Sure enough
we’ll find our tribe soon good luck   

level 2
mkeating456
Score hidden · 59 minutes ago

Same here, I just a ma focusing on a whole different world then the rest of the world <3 thanks
for the time sky<3

level 1
WellJimmyCrackedCorn
1 point · 5 hours ago

They let you go to college? That’s just a conspiracy to harmonize your brainwaves to their tune.
You think you’re learning but really you’re feeding the professor your hopes and dreams he’ll
eventually reap like wheat in a field. I’m guessing your problems stem from uninspiring goals.
They’re weeding you out like a garden. Get your head straight figure out what you want and
make it good.

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

Surprising right, I started lookout 9/11 on 7th grade so I have known something has been uo for
little bit. I am going to college for a profession that is in very high demand and almost guarantees
me a job. I have goals haha, and I will reach them, I have a plan and it will all work out. thank
you for your time <3 and I hope its a great day <3

level 1
JackStrawWichita
1 point · 4 hours ago

don't worry OP, I was having this same conversation with somebody yesterday.

With everything you've found in life, the truth, it begs the question in the back of your mind
'what else don't I know?', which kind of fuels this never ending tussle towards uncovering
seemingly endless truths.

The hard truth of the matter, however, is that there is little you can do to stop Big Oil, or corrupt
governments, or shadowy craftsmen. But! You can look after you.
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There's things you can do, skills you can learn, that make you impervious to the coming
apocalypse or collapse or control. You don't need to hide yourself away or prep with guns and
stock up on tin food, but you can learn skills and master techniques that will help you. Small-
crop farming, a martial art that fixes your body, self-reliance and independence, learning to live
beneath your means, these are all things which give you control over something you feel
powerless towards.

And if they still come for you, then there's not much you can do, but you can do as much as you
can to step away from society and control.

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

Thank you so much for your comment and time you spent writing this, I agree and know it will
come one day, I'm expecting in my life time so I should hone my skills. Thanks again and hope
love hits you from the distance

level 1
entwithanaxe
1 point · 3 hours ago

I hope the responses you're getting in this thread are giving you new perspective! MolassesFlowz
probably hit the nail on the head, but I'd like to put in my two satoshis having started my path
down the rabbit hole at least 13 years ago. I think the percentage of "woke" people today versus
then is the same if not greater, as the only reason the censorship and social stigmas are increasing
is because there is greater need for them in a world of open user-generated information.

This like-minded community of ours doesn't just exist on this website - give yourself the
opportunity to find the other like-minded individuals that you pass in your day-to-day life. Each
one of us still has a different piece to the puzzle. Like the book The Giver, those with the
knowledge are carrying it for a portion of the population that don't have it. They are like the
sleeping people in The Matrix. Understand how to confront and defeat the Agent that appears
when they are presented with this information; the only way to be able to do that is to be
comfortable enough with the information yourself; don't worry about educating others, if you
have wisdom then people will seek it from you, and even if they don't, that's not why you have it.
Everyone is individually responsible for themselves. The best you can do is set a proper
example.

If you are still discouraged as to our position in this information war, simply find solace in others
that are joining you in this quest. People have mentioned Alan Watts; let me add to that David
Icke, Michael Tsarion, even Russell Brand - we're not alone in this endeavor. Every social media
celebrity, and every legacy media celebrity that escapes corruption is another ally, and as soon as
you join this resistance, you're not giving up without a fight. If you could take the blue pill and
go back in, would you?
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level 2
mkeating456
2 points · 1 hour ago

sometimes I ask myself this same question. I don't know. I want to say never I would never take
it but if I was given a chance to forget, who knows. I am here know and will carry this mission in
me until I die, today was just not the best day. Thank you so much for your time an energy you
have carved out of your life to make mine a little better. I do see a change in the world but in my
opinion its not happening fast enough ;/ but I don't control shit lol. Thanks again for everything
and I hope you have an amazing day <3

level 1
xxThe_Dice_manxx
1 point · 3 hours ago

You are not alone , since 911 which was a paradigm shift for me I only see how rotten
everything around me is.

Black is white and up is down, it seems impossible that anything will change.

Mans greed in unquenchable and so long as money is god we are doomed.

As depressing as it sounds I'm just waiting for the end, with a glimmer of hope a miracle
happens.

You are not alone.

level 2
mkeating456
1 point · 1 hour ago

God is the only reason I have even a little hope, thanks fort this because 9/11 is what did it for
me too. Thanks again and I hope love and happiness is in your day to day life. Thanks again

level 1
Palehorse78
1 point · 1 hour ago

You must be patient and continue learning. It may be you are missing some pieces to the puzzle.
There are 2 types of people we come across, people who are a part of the game, and people who
are totally in the dark about the game / matrix. The first type will of course distant themselves
from you, since you are not one of them and therefore make them uncomfortable and fearful of
your intentions. The other type is so blind and in the dark, they may also fear you, because they
just aren't meant to see it. They would lack the ability to make a stand, so God Himself blinds
them. Finally, there is one more type. Gatekeepers. They act like they are truthers, but in reality
they are in on the game and just controlling the narrative and purposely deceiving (while mixing
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enough truth in to keep you in the dark about their intentions). Beware. Many deceivers are out
in the world. In the end you must just stand up for what you believe in, and set a good example
for those who cross your path while protecting your credibility.

level 2
mkeating456
Score hidden · 1 hour ago

Thank you so much for your time pale, There are many deceivers. I will try to be more patient.
Thank you for your time <3

level 1
Made-justfor1comment
Score hidden · 29 minutes ago

U ever consider God my friend?

level 2
mkeating456
Score hidden · 14 minutes ago

I do and I think I rely on him heavily <3

level 1
CaptainKor
1 point · 4 hours ago

Pray to Jesus, brother. He will save your soul.

level 1
khakisznUM
1 point · 1 hour ago

Hang in there man I’m confident we will get to see the stories in The Bible play out. Make no
mistake about it we are in the Age of Enlightenment now. Everything is ready. Perhaps you
don’t feel at home here because you don’t belong here. This world isn’t for people like us, taking
the red pill daily is a hard thing to do for any person make sure to take a break and enjoy the
little things before it all comes to an end. Be thankful for the time here. It’s just a blink compared
to eternity. For God so loved the world he gave his only begotten son. Soon he’ll be back for his
bride.

level 1
RemixxMG
0 points · 4 hours ago · edited 3 hours ago
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Im lucky to have acid-munching, weed smoking, hippy friends that i can talk crazy with. When i
talk to the average person I feel like I'm interacting with an NPC placed there by the game
designer to annoy me with irrelevant dialogue who will constantly repeat the same lines
regardless of what I do or say to them.

level 1
take-no-part
0 points · 2 hours ago

I have been in a similar place. To change the world, we have to start with ourselves. To truly
change ourselves, we have to begin a new reconciled relationship with God through Jesus Christ.
I can ramble on with my story, but Jesus is the final answer and truth. When I became a born
again Christian, I soon after had to basically cut off my old friends. I remember sitting there,
reading my Bible, technically more lonely than ever, and yet I felt less lonely than ever before.
Jesus is a friend like no other, his spirit lives within you when you become a child of God by
faith in him. There's a peace and joy in him that I can't express in words.

Read these seven claims that Jesus made about himself; as you do, may God speak to you and
draw you by his Spirit:

John 6:35 - Jesus said to them, “I am the bread of life; whoever comes to me shall not
hunger, and whoever believes in me shall never thirst.

John 8:12 - Again Jesus spoke to them, saying, "I am the light of the world. Whoever follows
me will not walk in darkness, but will have the light of life.”

John 10:9-10 - "I am the door. If anyone enters by me, he will be saved and will go in and
out and find pasture. The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy. I came that they may
have life and have it more abundantly."

John 10:11 - "I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep."

John 11:25-26 - Jesus said to her, “I am the resurrection and the life. Whoever believes in
me, though he die, yet shall he live, and everyone who lives and believes in me shall never
die. Do you believe this?”

John 14:6 - Jesus said to him, “I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes to the
Father except through me."

John 15:5 - "I am the vine; you are the branches. Whoever abides in me and I in him, he it
is that bears much fruit, for apart from me you can do nothing."
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	I feel alone.

